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Voted Down After
Three Weeks of Debate
by Sarah Huntley
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Misdemeanors"
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by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
Associate News Editor
College Awarded $65,590
Dana Grant For Library
through gram programs. The foun-
dation was headed by Dana as
presidentfrom 1950 to 1966; here-
mained an active leader in the foun-
Last spring, President Gaudiani dation's programs until his death in
received a letter of invitation from 1975.
the Charles Dana was an
A. Dana 'The overriding interest attorney, New
Foundation of the foundation is to York slate leg-
t
~oowraradgcranon~ help college libraries be- iSlaltor, idnduhs-
Ina rst an p 1-
necticut Col- come more effective' Ian t hr op is t
lege's Shain who believed
Library. -Brian Rogers, in the impor-
The Dana Head Librarian tance of en-
Foundation L, I couraging indi-
was established in 1950 as a private viduals to take an active role in
philanthropic organization to pro- shaping and advancing their lives.
mote health and higher education See Grant p.1O
by Cathy Ramsey
The College Voke
•
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~VIEWPOINT
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~~ SGA Needs Introspection of
Philosophical Foundations
Recently, some SGA officials on campus have been heard saying,
"Any decision on the impeachment issue will Dot make everyone
happy." Why is Ihis Irue? No mailer which proposal or amendment
is examined two questions emerge: I) Are public (elected) officials
directly responsible 10those students who elected Ihem? 2) Are elected
officials publicly responsible for viola lions oflhe honor code? Three
potential solutions, none of which dealt with both of the .. questions,
have failed 10pass Ihrough the assembly. Thisisgood. For at the heart
oflhe issue is a question of paramount importance which is not being
adequately addressed: What is an elected official first, a student? Or
a member of a governing body?
Without adequate attention 10 the philosophical ramifications of
this question, arguments about confidentiality will continue to run in
circles through SGA for the foreseeable future, We know how
confidentialily currently applies. But should it apply differently to
those students holding elected positions? All of the recent proposals
have attempted 10establish a workable procedure around an ambigu-
ous infrastructure.
The most widely accepted of the proposals called for an open
meeting wilh opportunity to enter closed executive session. Under
current confidentiality restrictions this is unrealistic. Executive
session would be entered every time the details of the case are
discussed. Critics believe that the right of the conslituents to know,
are nol as great as the "higher goals" of Ihe honor code. Many
proponents feel that when an official fails to uphold responsibilities
for his/her constituents, he/she should be held accountable to them,
and that this is part of Ihe overall education process. These positions
hinge on differing views of the same question: Should public officials
be tried differently Ihan other students?
The other Iwo propositions (amendments 10 the above proposal)
both required closed sessions for the impeachment hearings. Again,
the same question arises.
The answer to the impeachment issue is not to let it rest for five
monlhs, bul for Ihe officials on SGA 10 become introspeclive and
seriously discuss their roles al Conneclicut College. Certainly this
issue is nol easily ponderable under parliamentary procedure, and
there may be as many opinions as there are representatives on the
assembly, bul until all concerned have considered this question,
answers to the impeachment issue will remain unsatisfactory to most
students, becauseconc\usions wi.l\ notbave been met logi.ca"y. No, not
everyone will agree, but irwe do not discover the majority opinion and
secure our philosophical foundalions,any building on that infraslruc-
ture would be insecure, and ne~li~ent.
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Letters:
Are Parents the Only Adults Around Here?
Letter 10 the Voice:
How pleased I was to see the
college roll out the red carpet for
Parents' Weekend. I was happy to
take advantage of the special privi-
leges awarded us once a year.
There is a point. however. at which
such special privileges go to far.
At lunch on Saturday, I noticed,
apart from the attractive garnishes
on the food and the nice paper
napkins, ashtrays on the tables in
Burdick. The ashtrays were not
limited 10 the sec lion of Burdick
recently designated as the smok-
ing section, but were distributed
throughout the dining hall. As a
smoker, the return of the ashtrays
was a pleasant surprise. On further
consideration. however, the return
of the ashtrays angered me.
As students at this college we
have a need and a right to pass
regula lions designed to make this
college livable during our four
years here. These regulations are
passed by our own Iegislature,
S.G .A., and cannot and should not
be suspended on a whim. I doubt
if the smoking ban reads thal
smoking is restricted lO cenain
dining halls unless the folks are in
lown for lhe weekend.
By placing the ashtrays in the
dining halls, Dining Services has
single-handedly overruled a regu-
lation that they have been en-
trusted to enforce. In effect, they
have denied our right to imple-
ment legislation. Smoking in the
dining halls is a privilege we chose
lOlimit.
It appears that we have been
fooling ourselves for some time
now. We do not have any real say
in the rules which govern our lives;
we have no say in issues which
effectus mostdirectly. No, weare
not adults. Rather, we fancy our-
selves to be grown up when, in the
eyes of the college, our parents are
the only adults. Further, we have
fooled ourselves into believing we
are a microcosm of society, but a
society could not function if its
laws were randomly nullified.
And finally, we have deluded our-
selves into thinking that S.G.A. is
anything more than pretend
The college leaves us to our
pretend play but when the "adults"
arrive we are expected to sit up
straightand play by arbitrary rules.
After all, our parents money is real
and righls as members of this col-
lege are merely illusory.
Sincerely,
J. Roberl Osiergaard, '91
Article on Minorities
'Fails Miserably'
Leiter 10the Voice:
In the November 1989 issue of
the Voice Magazine your editors
ran a piece called "Voiceso/Expe-
rience: Black and Hispanic stu-
dents talk about their lives at Con-
necticut College." Although the
article tried to capture the lives of
minority students on campus, it
failed miserably to properly repre-
sent the Hispanic community.
Some Hispanics I know, including
me, were not pleased with the
article's contents. Not all Hispan-
ics have had such a bad time at
Connecticut as Marisol has. And
not all Hispanics at Conn are
Puerto Rican or citizens of the
United States. I am appalled that
only one Hispanic student was in
the discussion; and I hope that next
time Mr. Lucas realizes that one
Puerto Rican from Spanish Har-
lem does not represent every His-
panic's view of Connecticut Col-
lege. •
Sincerely,
Michael R. Sorell, '91
Smokers Rights' Need Protection
LeUer 10 the Voice:
I am a smoker who would like to respond to Jeffrey Berman's claim (Connthought, lI{l/89) that "the
arguments agams! the proposed regulation are for themOSlpart, emotional and rash. The only apparentlegitimale,
logIcal argument agamsl the proposal IS thal SGA already over-regulates student life and that this is an issue to
be decided on a personalleve!." It appears 10 me that Mr. Berman has chosen lo hear only what he wants to hear.
I have heard many "logical, cohesive, and convincing" arguments from the smoker's side. One is that common
rooms are common areas where no one group is favored or discriminated against. Another is lhal this policy leaves
one free to smoke only in one's room. For some, this is nOlan option. For others, the idea of having one's room
become a "smoking room': for the rest of the floor is distasteful, to say the least. BUlmosl basic arguments that
I have heard from smokers ISthat ths polIcy treats smokers like cretins who have no concepl of common courtesy,
thus they must be banned.
Ifl am told thaI my smoke is bothering someone,I'II either pUlit Outor go somewhere else. It's as simple
as that. If you con 't summon enoug~ courage to lell me that the smoke bothers you, then that's your problem. I'm
nol a mind reader. ThIs policy reminds me a greal deal of high school, where only certain lypes of behavior are
allowed. At college, I feel that I should have the freedom to smoke where I choose. I also feel thal non-smokers
have a righlloclean air. However, neith~:rgroup'spersonal freedoms should beallowed to infringe on lhe ·other's.
A ban would certainly infringe on smoker's rights. Student Government already regulates student behavior on
a number of Issues. Are we trying to creale a community where everyone acts, thinks, dresses, etc. alike? I hope
not.
Sincerely, I
Kirsten Bilodeau, 93
CONNTHOUGHT
by Julianna PerrY,'90 What Everyone Must Know
It is not a question of having packed up all
my summer clothes or having to answer to
'Gee, isn't ita nice day?' (although this cliche
comes in handy when dealing with the un-
comfortable aquaintance), it is simply this-
it isn't supposed to have been so warm. I
don't know about any of you, but Ican't help
wonder why Istill need to have a screen on
my window to keep out the insects in early
November, or why sitting in the library has
continued to be so painful.
Why has it been so warm?
I recall articles Ihave read where scientists
are warning of chaos if the climate suddenly
changes; unless people realize that ozone
depletion, climate change and deforestation
are real occurrences these days, it is rather
likely that, as one periodical predicted, "we
are not going to make it" (Spokane Sun, Sept.
About
Deforestation
17, 1989). Sounds pretty dismal, but when
you look at all the data on the effects of
deforestation, that is, what is happening and
the ultimate effects, one can't help, (at least I
can't), but make a correlation between any
unusual warming trend and the deforestation
problem. This article, or thought, is not
meant to preach environmental awareness
nor is it meant to have all the answers. It is
merely an attempt to help others who have
10 WaY,llo Sarr rhe fa h
AndHo v' n ...
~ IOU FI1 into rhe P
rOUR
IIOTHER.
by Jeffrey Berman
Associate Managing Editor
Now that the votes are in, and we
know that what political pundits
have been speculating on in recent
weeks is true, what does the Demo-
cratic sweepofthe three majorelec-
tions mean? While some have de-
clared the results to be non-fore-
casting of future trends, and have
implied anomaly tical outcomes,
volumes of evidence seem to lead
otherwise.
Look at how David Dinkens,
Douglas Wilder and James Florio
managed to win. Each had unusual
and unique forces working against
him and managed to triumph. Dink-
ens successfully overrode racial
concerns, won the Jewish vote over
concerns of ties to anti-semites, and
managed to win a significant ma-
jority against one of the most wor-
thy Republican candidate for
mayor since LaGuardia.
Wilder, vying to become the
nation's first elected black gover-
nor, triumphed in the face of per-
sonal character attacks, in a state
CPS
been pondering on this same subject and who
are contemplating the need for winter
clothes.
Most of us have heard about rainforest de-
struction. The Earth's tropical rainforests,
while only covering less than two percent of
the globe, are homes for over one thousand
species, necessary for one fourth of all pre-
scription drugs, and vital for stabilizing the
Earth's protective ozone layer. If they aren't
used for treating lymphocytic leukemia,
glaucoma or Hodgkin's disease they are main
contributors to our oxygen supply. One
might also have heard that these same "pro-
viders" are said to be bulldozed and chopped
down at a rate of approximately 100 'acres
every minme---halfarealready gone forever.
The whole picture is made to seem even more
depressing when one reads articles highlight-
ing destructive results of this flattening of
forests: according to the New York Times,
high levels of ozone and acid rain have been
found for the first time over the primary
rainforests of Central Africa. One periodical
has estimated that 700,000 animal and
'34,000 plant species face extinction by the
year 2000. One need not be an anthropology
major or a human ecology major to under-
stand that the tropical deforesmtion ise major
problem.
So what do we do? Are we directly af-
fected? These Ifeelare valid questions; I am
not sure they can really be answered here.
However, one can at least become aware of
and his forcing of Marshall Cole-
man to whimper outre visions of his
own beliefs and political abortion
stand. Polls show that Florio's 2-1
margin of victory was enhanced by
his right to choice position. And
Dinkens, well, he made a man of
Rudolph Giulani's character and
integrity look foolish by pressing
the abortion question.
What makes this basis for victory
the various opportunities which do exist to
raise our level of awareness.
A new campaign is being sponsored by the
Rainforest Action Network in San Francisco
to further protect the world's rainforests. f
Many have heard of this organization in its ~
efforts to boycou Burger King because of its ~
purchasing of beeffrom Central America-s- .:0:
the cattle of which are raised on recently ~
cleared rainforest land. Their new campaign ~
involves calling for a complete ban on all
tropical hardwood products. Some of the 1•more common tropical hardwood species to to
avoid include: Apitong, Banak, Bubinga, Co-
cobolo, Cordia, Ebony .Iroko, Jelutang, Koa,
Lauan, Mahogany, Meranti,Paduak, Purple-
heart, Ramin, Rosewood, Satinwood, Teak,
Virola, Wenge, and Zebrawood. '
The campaign is based on the following
information: Twemy-fivepercentoftropical
deforestation is caused by commercial log-
ging, and less than one percent of tropical for-
ests are being sustainably managed. Al-
though the biggest importer of tropical hard-
wood is Japan, the Rainforest Action Net-
work believes that if the United States
stopped exporting its temporate hardwoods,
it would not need to import any tropical
hardwoods, and it could then reduce logging
pressure on our local hardwood forest eco-
systems. (Summary of RAG Chatauqua,
Aug.18-21,1989).
The above information is not meant to
compel you to throw out all of your fouton
frames. Instead, it is meant to inform you of
the campaigns that do go on. In fact, the
Connecticut Rainforest Action Group (Box
4148) on campus is organizing a picket as
well as a talk with city council members.
Many {eel ma\a\\ot:\heenvironmen\a\ acuv-
is! groups are all elike-s-e Io: of talk but not
much action. I guess this article is meant to
dislodge some of those stereotypes from
people's heads; to show that what appears to
be trivial worries of our own are actually full-
fledged concerns of specific organizations.
blanket of choice by sending abor-
tion funding decisions back to the
states. The immediate result was
the mobilization of "liberal" (in the
leftist sense) forces and vocal sup-
port for pro-choice candidates-
Democrats. In the first test of voter
reaction, we have seen a clear man-
date. Candidates who otherwise
would probably not have won, have
succeeded.
once considered to be the cradle of
the Confederacy. Florio overcame
vicious slanderous attacks and con-
cerns over ties to organized crime to
win a resounding victory in New
Jersey.
Big deal, right? Isn't this the stuff
of which political campaigns are
made?Don't we see this every year,
just different players and different
stages? As most Republicans are
finding out, it is r--------:------------------,
fairly easy to take
and defend this
stand. Unfortu-
nately, for them,
they are missing
the common
threads splicing
the fabrics of these
victories.
The Democratic
candidates won
because of one prime issue: Abor-
tion. That' sright folks, the Big "A."
Abortion is the first major social
issue in years on which the Demo-
crats have occupied the "right"
side. Wilder surely never would
have won had it not been for his un-
compromising pro-choice stand
The Democratic
Party leaders must
take what has hap-
pened with abor-
tion as an indica-
tion of what could
happen with other
issues: gun control.
specific revamped
drug laws (or none
at all), new envi-
ronmental policies
and educational reforms. If Demo-
crats are able to isolate themselves
from centrist Republicans by iden-
tifying clear cut liberal positions
and can push candidates to accept
these positions against fear of cen-
trist backlash, they not only have a
chance, but will probably win.
The Democrats won because of
one prime issue: Abortion.
That's right folks, the Big" A."
even sweeter is that the Republi-
cans are responsible for creating
this desperate situation for them-
selves. By empowering Reagan's
ultra-conservative right, and allow-
ing the Supreme Court to be packed
with like-minded thinkers, they
began unraveling the protective
Voters need real options. When a
Democrat says x about y and a Re-
publican says x about y, the more
telegenic or better advertised (Re-
publican) wins. Giving voters
choices and strengthening party
identification, as indicated by the
abortion issue, is the way for
Democrats to win elections. When
the Republicans put forth an off-
center presidential candidate
against middle-of-the-road demo-
crats, they won mandates.
The Presidency is attainable. Po-
tential broadly appealing candi-
dates, Senators Chuck Robb (VA),
Sam Nunn (GA) and Al Gore (TN)
are all moderate Democrats ca-
pable of carrying the Party's new
message to the middle-of-the-road-
ers (i.e., Reagan Democrats) and
motivating those to the left with re-
vitalized themes.
Party effon in 1990 elections
could very well decide the near
future nature of American politics.
Watch Chairman Ron Brown and
otherPanyleadersclosely. Thanks .
to the courts, the ball is theirs.
Major Victories Foreshadow a Democratic Revival
. '1-------·- ---- --- -------------. ---. ,~_t;..,.~:~."!'..~.k~4-.,'"'''~~.,..,..~~ .......~ .,..-!_-..~-~·F......-e:,..-..;.:.-.lIr; ... - "t"'".-.-~~~.
c~,.;;;;;;;::';;;;;;;===============================~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~
•j There is More Going On Than Parties
~---------
,; by Pam Lrule arship for an African-American
.g TheCollegevclce senior who auends a ew London
~ ------------ High School. The award will be
It has returned. On Friday, 0- based on an essay written by appli-
.~ vember 17, Unity House,Connecti- cants, and the money is for the stu-
{; cut College's Minority Cultural dent to use for books and supplies.
~ Center, will move into its new The money for this project, the
~ home in the former College House brainchild of Sherwyn Smith '90,
~ on the main campus. A celebration President of UMOJA, will come
~ to mark this event will begin at 3:00 from proceeds of UMOJA spon-
at Vinal House. Unity's current 10- soredevcnts. UMOJA, however, is
cation across the highway from the only a part of the Minority Cultural
main campus. Center.
Most students know Unity House La Unidad .the Latin - American
as the ,-------------, student organiza-
place that The members ... are more tion, is sponsoring
hosts a Latino Awareness
party or a than nocturnal creatures Month. In addition
dan c e who appear every other to speakers and
eve r y weekend.to laugh and be events, La Unidad
o the r is sponsoring a re-merry.
weekend. lief fund for
B U L victims of Hurri-
Unity House offers muchmore. As cane Hugo in Puerto Rico. In asso-
the Minority Cultural Center, ciation with Centro de la Com-
Unity Houseoverseestheactivities rnunidad (the Latino Community
of A.S.l.A. (Associated Students Center, located in New London),
Interested in Asia), La Unidad, La Unidad is creating an internship
UMOJA and S.O.A.R. (Society for a Latino Connecticut College
Organized Against Racisim). student to work within a Centro
The members of the different or- program during the 1990-91 school
ganizations are more than noctur- year.
nal creatures who appear every Like UMOJA, La Unidad will
other weekend to laugh and be also sponsor an annual scholarship
merry. They help develop such and has sponsored social and edu-
programs as Social Awareness cational programs on campus.
Week, Latino Awareness Month, These events have been coordi-
Black History Month and the Mi- nated to include members of the
nority Scholars Conference and Latinocommunitv in New London.
create and imple- U nit y
ment projects on has ex-
campus as well These organizations panded its
as in the New program-
London Com- •••are really what ming even
munity. Unity is all about. fu r t her.
UMOJA, the Last se-
African-Ameri- m est e r
can student or-marked the
ganization, co-sponsored theThird first year that Connecticut College
World Craft Fair this past week- has addressed Native American is-
end. Members of the club are or-
ganizing aclothing drive fora New
London soup kitchen in addition to
volunteering to work there. As part
of the community outreach focus
UMOJA has lbis year, it will be
sponsoring a S250 college schol-
FEATURES
sues.
The first speaker for lbis project
was Don Ragona, a traditional
Native American from Pine Ride
Indian Reservation in South Da-
kota.
Ragona and Kathy Frick, mem-
bers of the American In-
dian Inter-tribal Cultural
Organization, Inc., have
offered their support in
obtaining speakers, infor-
mation, or any other re-
sources to help establish a
traditional American In-
dian Group.
Two weeks ago, Unity
House sponsored an
"AmericanlndianPresen-
tation.Lakotaand Oakota
Indians a/South Dakota."
The program addressed a
variety of issues includ-
ing: natural resources vs,
sacred land, education and
cultural genocide, mineral
and resource rights, and
the traditional roles of
men and women. -
This past summer, De-
borah Cruz, Secretary of
Unity House, attended
and videotaped an eight-
day seminar/workshop se-
ries called "International
Brotherhood." The pro-
gram, designed for non-Native
Americans, examined the eco-
nomic, political and cultural as-
pectsofpastandcontemporary Na-
tive American life, specifically the
Lakota (Sioux) of South Dakota.
The informational audio-visual
materials will be available to inter-
ested students,
Also Active at Unity House is
A.S.LA. This semester A.S.LA.
has sponsored a dinner for the
members of its club.
Like the other clubs, A.S.LA.
sponsors forums. This semester,
members of A.S.LA. discussed is-
sues such as interracial dating. The
club will also have a semi-formal
party in December.
. Recently members of A.S.LA.,
in association with Student Gov-
ernment and the Minority Student
Steering Commiuee, endorsed a
proposal to implement a Korean
Studies program at Connecticut
College. According to lbe pro-
posal, the establishment of a Ko-
rean Studies program would give
Korean American students an op-
An Appetizing
'Dinner for Twelve Strangers'
served stuffed chicken. cranberry
sauce and homemade bread, and
Donna! MansfJcld, 77. prepared
crepes for her gueslS.
Vincem Candeloro. '92. at-
lellded one of the dinners. He said
his host showed "archive films of
00 Friday. 0cI0ber n. the Un-
Jdet:pluale Alumni Board (UAB)
~ its third amtual Dinner for
Twelve SlnIDgetS. Stu-
!denIS, facully and alumni
were invited to partici-
pate.
Each dinner was bosted
by an alumnus of Con-
necticut College who
lives in thearea. This pro.
vides facully, studenlS
and an alum with a chance to meet
ofTcampus.
In addition to being given lbeop-
porlunity to meet new faces at Con-
necticut, participanlS received a
good meal. Kris L"rn~"~ '69,
-'---'-------'------~-~--"- __ ---.J
Connecticut College, wilb tips on
proper posture, sitting, walking,
and even how to move a piano."
Overall, lbe event was success-
ful. Due to a weak alumni re-
sponse, however, not all of the
.,.K_MwantaD"
TheCellep v....
Due to a weak alumni response,
however, not all of the students who
expressed an interest were able to
attend a dinner.
studenlS who expressed an interest
were able to attend a dinner. Next
year. UAB will beaskingalumni to
hostbeforeinYitingstudentslOpar.
ticipate. This will ensure that they
know exactly how many students
and faculty can be accomodated.
The UAB sponsors
"Dinner for Twelve
SlIlIIIgers" in addition
tomanyotherprojects,
including Homecom-
ing, Reunion, Survival
Kits, and a new pr0-
gram called the Distin·
guished Alumni
Speaker PrDgJ;arn. Anyone inter-
ested in getting involved in the Un-
dergraduate Alumni Board is en-
couraged toatlelld one of the meet·
ings held on Tuesdays at8 p.m. in
the Alumni Lounge.
portunity to understand their eth- stration to make the quality of life
nic roots and take part in the shap- for minorities the bcst thatitcan be.
ing of their identity. The committee meets with the
All of these organizations are trustees every time they convene to
also political. The Minority Stu- provide the college with a blueprint
dent Steer- to create the
ing Com- multi-cul-
mit lee Unity has always had the tural atmos-
(M.S.S.C.), spirit which has manifested phere to
comprised which the
of two rep. itslef through programs and college has
resentatives events. committed
from each itself
organiza- These or-
tion, one ganizations,
Housefellow and one Student Gov- committees, and programs are re-
emment Assembly member, ad- ally what Unity is all about. Its new
dresses the concerns of minority facilities should add an even greater
students. M.S.S.C. was originally dimension to developing progams.
created to oversee the statement of The new Unity House has been
demands made during the May 1, renovated to includes a common
1986 takeover of Fanning Hall. room large enough to host lectures,
Michelle de la Uz,'90, past chair- educational programs, and social
person of M.S.S.C. Slated that events. Its new library provides
M.S.S.C. "...is also a proactive more space for books, periodicals,
committee." and other educatiopal resources to
According to de la Uz, M.S.S.C. supportgrowingscholarshipon mi-
reviews different areas to which Dority groups.
the college needs to respond, such Unity has always had the spirit
as faculty enrichment. It also which has manifested irselfthrough
works with the Admissions Office plOgrams and events. Now it has
to assist with minority recruitment returned to campus with enough
and retention. Currently, astudent space to conduct organizational
intern is working with an admis- meetings. and more extensive lee-
sions officer, but M.S.S.C.is seek- tures and cultural evenrs wilbin the
ing a permanent admissions posi- center. So there is more going on at
tion to focus specifically on the re- "the house" than a Saturday night
crnitment of minorities. party. Who can participate?
Integral to the relocation of Slephney Springer, '90, sums it up
Unity House, M.S.S.C. works wilb well; "Anyone is welcome who is
Student Response to the Strategic interested in whatlbe Minority Cui·
Plan Commineee and the admini- tural Center has to offer."
~
~T=he""--I v-Y=L""e""ag""u"-e""""S"'-p""rz""·n'-'-g------,
in New York
051
Qualified upperclassmen are invited to apply lor admission to
Columbia College as visiting students beginning in January
1990. Full access to housing, library resources, and upper divi-
sion courses. For further information and an application, write
or call: r
Columbia College Admissions Of/ice
212 Hamilton Hall
New York, New York 10027
(212) 854-2522
Application deadline: December 15, 1989
FEATURES
giving my family a tour of the campus. In
fact, the oddities had not yet begun.
Later that night, I once again noticed a
"What are we going to do on Saturday scarcity of parents. Sol started to ask around:
afternoon?" I asked my mother on the phone "Where are your parents?" Several times, I
Wednesday night. She knew more about received the same ominous response-"At
what was going on during Parents' Weekend Cro." I started to wonder what all these par-
from fifty miles away than [did right here on ents were doing in what they proudly referred
campus. I first realized something was amiss to as "the Crozier-Williams Student Center. "
when I found out that my parents had re- Was this a clever way for students to escape
ceived a booklet informing them of the week-to parties? Or were the parents really that into
end'sactivities, while [was completely in the the pizza?
dark. To be fair, I ,----=-----=------~----~•
did get an invitation
to the Gala on Satur-
day nightin my mail-
box, but that .only
served tomislead me
into thinking it was
the only event
planned for the
weekend.
Parents started arriving on Thursday, but
there were few enough of them that they did
not stand out. Incredibly, my own
roommate's parents arrived early Thursday
evening, but blended into campus life so well
I did not meet them until late Friday.
The giveaway came on Friday night with
the swarm of cars. All of the sudden, there
were hordes of unfamiliar faces every-
where-in Cro, in Harris, evenon my floor.
As a freshman, this Teeling was not too
strange, but it was kind of embarrassing to
meet who [ thought was a student, and turned
out to be a friend's 15-year-old sister.
My parents did not arrive until Saturday,
so on Friday I felt like part of a minority, of
freshmen at least, whose parents were unable
to make it up for the weekend. lt was odd to
feel strange walking into Cro alone, or not
by Lauren Klatzkin
Associate Features Editor
I met my parents
and my brother in the
lobby of Cro at noon
on Saturday. When
they walked in it was
a totally unexpected
blending of two
separate experi-
ences. I keep in con-
tact with them
through letters and phone calls, but, of
course, most of my daily life is now centered
around activities here. Having these two
worlds blend so seamlessly was nothing short
of mind-boggling.
There was little
time to meditate
upon this confu-
sion, though, be-
cause first on the
agenda was lunch
with three of my
friends and their
parents. I was again caught within two
worlds at once: sitting ina restaurant with my
family was an experience straight out of high
school, yet the people I was with made that
impossible. Our conversation also dealt with
collegiate issues.
...there were hordes of unfa-
miliar faces everywhere -- in
Cro, in Harris, even on my
floor.
"We came to visit one Sunday in Septem-
ber, and in one window of the dorm, I saw a
whole bar," my mother announced to the
other parents. This came as no surprise. since
the topic came up more than a few times over
fall break. "The food here is great-much
better than Harris," I responded. My friends
helpedmeout byjumping into this new topic.
Although it took a while, our success in
changing the subject seemed to be a good
omen for the entire weekend.
When we returned to
campus after lunch, the
"what to do" dilemma
once again reared its ugly
head. Mom produced the
activity booklet (the one
which the school ne-
glected to give the stu-
dent body) and said that
there were several mock
classes available for us to
attend. Thinking of the plethora of reading
and studying waiting for me upstairs, [shud-
dered. Luckily, my brother was also not
psyched for classes on the weekend. We
ended uo at the Crvstal Mall.
I felt a definite sense of
loss that the weekend
was over.
At four
o'clock, we hur-
ried back so my
familycould ex-
perience an-
other uniquely
Conn phenome-
non-the
Schwiffs, Conn Chords, and CoCo Beaux in
performance. Everything was terrifie-s-until
our next crisis, picking a restaurant for din-
ner, arose.
Dinner was great, and when we finished,
we were contemplating the logistics of dress-
...it was a totally unexpected
blending of two separate
experiences.
With intosh
you caneven do
Madotosb' computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Throughjanuary 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple" Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
.-
iC 1989Apple Compuler; tnc. APfJIe,tbe Apple logo, and Macinlosh an' rrgislered tmdemarks oj Apple ComfNler; Inc.
.....~,.•
was over.
File
New
Open ...
Close
............................................................
Saue As ...............................................................
Print ... 8€P. .
Quit
••The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.
Connecticut College Computer Store
Lower Level of Hamilton Hall
(Near the Textbook Annex)
NEWS
Representative Jay Levin Responds
To SGA's Pro-Choice Letter
Connecticut College. places on all men and women.
"I have always supported the Government also can provide nee-
protection of privacy rights of a essary resources for families in cri-
woman and a family 10 make a sis 10 be able to cope with the
Jay B. Levin, Connecticut State mutual and independent decision stresses that confront all of us in a
Representative and Connecticut about the most intimate issue of complex society.
College alumnus, responded to the choice imaginable. This is not a "Finally, we must assure that
pro-choice letter mailed by the place for government, but rather a medical services are available 10all
Student Government Association matter of personal conscience of us in this society - and notrestrict
10 local and na- .;.:.:-===:::.:...--c=:.:e:..--=..:--"-'-- , access to safe pro-
tional leaders. fessional care 10
SGA sent the 'I have always supported the protection the upper strata of
letters this fall af- of privacy rights of a woman and a our society.
ter a campus-wide "I am support-
referendum. Of family to make amutual and independ- ing the cornpre-
those students who ent decision about the most intimate hensive pro-
voted, 92 percent choice legislative
supported a issue of choice imaginable. This is not package being
woman's right to a place for government, but rather a proposed for intro-
abortion. matter of personal conscience com- duction in this
Levin wrote, in year's session of
the letter datcd Oc- bined with consultation with compe- the General As-
tobcr 27: tent medical professionals.' sernbly bythe coa-
"Dear President Iition of
Munroe: N .A .R .A . L . ,
"I d h - Jay B. Levin, Connecticut State NOW dcommen Ie. .. an
Student Govern- Representative, Fortieth District Planned Parent-
merit Association hood.
and the students "Please feel free
who cast their votes in support at combined with consultation with to contact me if you have any fur-
the statement "I support every competent medical professionals. ther questions or concerns.
woman's right to a safe and legal "Where government = playa "Sincerely,
abortion regardless of race, social role is ensuring that children learn Jay B. Levin."
or financial standing." You make thoroughly about human sexuality Carla Muroe read excerpts from
me very proud 10 be a graduate of :mrl!.he responsibilities that that the letter to the SGA Assembly,
by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
Associate News Editor
Lincoln
Memorial
Hundreds of thousands of
demonstrators marched in
Washington, D.C. in one of
1,000 marches planned for
the day.
The College Voice Publishing Group
is looking for a qualified person
to fillthe position of
Editor-in-Chief of The Voice Magazine.
Editing and Macintosh experience useful.
Please apply in writing.
Applications are available
in the Voice Office,
located in Cro 212.
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&
Proposal Fails SGA Vote ~
~g-,
~
-'"~
~
Board will probably agree on 16-15. A 2/3 vote was needed.
confidentiality ...they will be hesitant to im- After themeeting, Maggiore said, "I'm not
peach a student Ieader," he said. angry itwasn't 'PasseO.-fuat'SllaIto{the 'PtOC-
Hwang amended the proposal with a vote ess- but I don "think it failed for good rea-
of 21-6 to include a non-voting member of sons. I think some people were looking for
HouseCouncilonthecommiueeforallcases compromise in areas where there were no
otherthanBAC. compromises ... it
Joseph Tol- 'Don't be stuck' with this [question isbeUerthatthere
liver, dean of of} absolute right or wrong; you is nothing on the
student life, ex_ books, than an
pressed concern guys make the rules ...you've got to unjust proposal."
that the length take this all in and move on.' It is likely,
of debate was however, that this
"really paralyz- • Joseph Tolliver, issue is not dead.
ing SGA busi- 'Dean Of Student Life Several assembly
ness," L.--,,,,,!,,!,,,,!!!_!,,!,,_~ ,,,,,!"_"__ ~ members ex-
Tollivertold the assembly, "Don't be stuck pressed intentions to submit new proposals in
with this [question of] absolute right or the near future, perhaps as soon as next
wrong; you guys make the rules ...you 've got week's meeting.
to take this all in and move on."
The proposal eventually failed by a vole of
. ------------_---.:_-~----~ r---------,
I $3.00011 I
r---=---1
I I**UNu_rm L__~~-_-~
Less than a mile from CONN. Jusrtake a right out the backenlrlU1CC and follow Old
Norwich Road In tbe same: bUilding as QuakerHiII farms; Open Wednesday evenings
until 8:00 pm and Saturdays 9:30 am to 4:00 pm with Darrel. -----4
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Coruinued from p.l When debate ensued over the lack of con-
ties Council) and BAC (Board of Academic stituent input that could occur by obtaining
Chairs) chairpersons rather than representa- 25percentofSGA branch'sapproval without
tives, Maggiore did not support what he felt consulting constituents, Stephen Mont jane,
was an imbalance on thecommitlee. Hesaid, ·'92, house senator of Hamilton, proposed a
"[the committee consists of] virtually the friendly amendment stating that either
entire executive board and a few other mem- method could be used, but all must be solic-
bers." r ~ired~~a::ny!...w:.a~y~.~H::ua~oHwang, '91, chair of
Maggiore's third academic affairs, later
point concerned the 'Judging from what hap- stipulated that the ten
power given to con- percent constituent
stituents. He said pened in Harkness last week signatures be at-
that the constituents [the re-election of an im- tempted first,
should have right to peached governor], the con- Nick Holahan, '92,
offer information at 1. house senator of Bur-
an open hearing, but stituents obviously want a role dick, said "[Vallarta's
said that "what is [in the removal process]' amendment] was a
necessary is coo- well-meant amend-
stituent input, not _ Tod Preston, '91, ment, however bearing
constituent deci- up under the close
Judiciary Board Chair scrutiny that we've,Jim Moran, '92,L. .. given il...it doesn't .~
sophomore class president, supported really have the layout needed ..," The amend- ~
Vallarta's amendment, citing it as a "mix" of ment was defeated after six attempts to close ~
previous proposals. He offered a friendly discussion. d
amendment, accepted by Vallarta, to change When the discussion returned to
the membership from SAC and BAC chairs Maggiore's proposal, James Fisfis, '91,
to SAC and BAC members. house senator of Lambdin, led the opposi-
Nicole Breck, '90,SGAdirectorofpublic tion. He maintained that the question of
relations, with Vallarta's approval, later constituents' right to knowledge was inferior
stipulated that the to the Honor Code at
SAC member must '[Vallarta's amendment] was the college. He said,
be from the SAC 11 d "Rights [of privacy]a we -meant amen ment,executive board. are upheld to protect
Tod Preston, '91, however bearing up under the and convey higher
Judiciary Board close scrutiny that we've goals." He added, "In
chair, also sup- the long run, school is
ported Vallarta' s given it... it doesn't really have about education, not
proposal, stating the layout needed.' aboutSGA."
"Judging from Jason Stewart, '90,
what happened in _ Nick Holahan, '90, house senator of Lar-
Harkness last week rabee, disagreed and
[the re-election of House Senator of Burdick said that part of an
an impeached gov- _ education is learning
emor], the constituents obviously. want a how to face consequences of mistakes.
role ...we are giving them an important role in Tom Neff,' '91, junior class Judiciary
this proposal." Board representative, substituting for Robert
Maggiore refuted this statement by assert- Shea, '91,junior class president, felt that the
ing that the constituents in Vallarta's closed division over confidentiality issue prompted
hearing have limited say. They can only sign by Maggiore's proposal would hinder future
the petition before the case and hear a mini- implementation of the process by the Judici-
mum result. ary Board. "All very divided ...people on J-
sian. "
UNITED TRAVELCWB
CALL I-G02-277-2747 NOWI
8 AM. TO 8 P.M.
ClOSED SUNDAY
The reason for this special offer is thai we wish 10 lest the drawing power
of this type of advertising and want your opinion of the services thai we
offer. But please remember that there is no purchase required in order to
receive this special vacation ·offer.
STYLES
AS A SPECIAL MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL COMPANY IS OFFERING
EVERYONE WHO CALLS US WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THE PUBLICATION DATE
FREE FREE FREE
. A DREAM VACATION TO BEAUTIFULHAWAII
As a special marketing test, we will send each person a vacation certificate
.valid for a tree vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii. This-certificate entitles the user
to receive 8 days and 7 nights of lodging for two people and one free airline
ticket, transfers, baggage handling and all taxes. You need pay for only one
airline ticket at the regular Y fare basis.
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~What Can Be Done To Make The Campus Safer
oX
~
~ CoNiNudfr_p·J
~ is a good idea," he said. "I am not public safety at the University of "Year 4", or the 1992-93 aca- for many years, has problems with locking systems at the college, Tol-
~ in favor of having an armed camp." Louisville, has just led a SI50,OOO demic year. However, asta1eIIlent students yelling out the combination liver is tentatively against it, since it
~ But Connecticut College's rela- renovation of dormitories on that released by Julie Quinn, director to anyone who requests it, according would not solve the current prob-
tively limited endowment is even campus. "A lot of colleges and uni- of college relations, said that the to Liz Johnson, Trinity's assistant to lem of students neglecting to bring
.~ more of a problem, because it versitiesarespending a 101of money college does not the director of campus security. their keys when theyleavedormito-
::. makes the huge ex- rr: have an estimateon Keller said that there is a "series of ries. "If you're not carrying a key,
~ pendituresthatmany the price of these ways of compromising" combina- what's going to make you carry a
o fear are necessary for alarms. tion locks. "It just is really not of a card," he said.
~ improved security 'There are ways to improve the The college is high security nature," He mentioned Financial considerations also
especially difficultto ituaii ith d' also considering that an intruder could just watch a make this improvement difficult tositu on w out spen tng ajustify. Yet, with having combina- student enter the combination, and implement. Bruce Ayers.associate
multi-million dollar lot of money. ' tion locks installed would then have unlimited access to director of campus safety, has
awards to crime vic- on the main doors the building. checked prices on combination
tims, the college of each dormitory, He does not recommend that col- locks and card access systems, and
must deal directly _Linda Getchis, OfficeManager replacing the key leges install combination locks, the difference is dramatic, with
with its security for Security On Campus, Inc. locks that are so because, "It could be a step back- card systems costing from IOto 15
weaknesses or stand easily cornpro- wards," times more per door.
the possibility cf los- L__ -, .. mised by anyone What he and other experts most Combination locks would cost
ing the scant finan- finding one of hun- recommend are card access locks. approximately $250 per door, and
cial resources that college does upgrading security systems on dreds oflost keys. With that system, each student car- estimates on card access locks
have. campus, particularly in their stu- In addition, dormitory doors ries a card, much like dining hall range from $2500 to $4()()() each. In
Linda Getchis, the office man- dent residence halls ...In particular, would be locked r-r- ---, order to install the
ager for Security on Campus, Inc., the trend is to spend more money on throughout the day card system on the
a very vocal proponent of improv- security hardware," to prevent strangers thirty doors now
ing safety, applauded low-cost ef- The hardware most often recom- from entering dor- 'What small amount of money, ..they being considered for
forts to safeguard the campus. mended are door-propping alarms mitories, as hap- would put in for cards ...could save combination locks, it
"There are ways to improve the and card access locks on exterior pened twice in Sep- h 'II' Th 11 would cost betweent em mr tons.: e co eges are
situation without spending a lot of dormitory doors. tember. $75,000 and
money," she said. Colleges generally install door- Com bi nation going to have to bite the bullet.' $120,000.
That organization advocates in- propping alarms on every exterior locks solve some Yet this expendi-
creasing the availability of infer- doorofadormitory. Ifadoorisleft problems but could C· ture may seem tiny. - Frank arrington,
mauon as one weapon against open for more than about ten sec- possibly create when compared with
crime. Thecollege'sSecurity Alert onds, they sound. Most systems many additional attorney the costs of having a
system, inwhich posted notices de- also alert the campus security head- ones. student attacked, both
scribe any crime or suspicious ac- quarters, Closingthe doortumsoff Since the college in terms of its devas-
tivity within a few hours after the the alarm. does not have a central dining identification cards. that would tating effect on the victim and the
incident, drew particular praise Frank Carrington, an attorney hall, each student would need 10 serve as a personal key to buildings. campus, and in terms of liability.
from Getchis, 'That's wonderful, who specializes in victim's rights memorize the combination of The primary advantage of such a "What small amount of
the kids should be aware," cases, said that door-propping any dining hall that students system is that a lost card.as opposed money they would put in for
Even so, there are many cases in alarms are generally essential if a might want 10 eat in. An even toa lost key , could merely be voided cards could save them millions,"
which the college will be forced to college wants to avoid a major lia- bigger problem is that students from the system. This would prevent said Carrington. "The colleges are
spend extra money if it wants to bility award should a serious crime might resort 10writing down the someone who found the card from going to have to bite the bullet,"he
protect student's adequately. occur. combination on some surface using it to enter buildings on cam- added.
Another nationall y known ex-The first draft of the Strategic near the lock. pus.
pert on campus crime prevention, Plan for the college recommends Trinity College, which has had Although this system would rem-
Daniel Keller, who is thedirectorof that these alarms be installed in combination locks on its doors edy that serious flaw in the current
"
David Stern, commissroner of
the National Basketball Associa-
tion, will address issues that will
affect the league in the next dec-
ade in a lecture in Oliva Hall, at
8:00 p.m., November 15.
Stern's lecture will cover four
topics: using the league as a model
for drug and alcohol policies, the
internalization of the league, an
obligation of a team to its commu-
nity, and technology and its im-
pact on the NBA.
"The College Voice"
is looking for qualified individuals to fill
the following positions:
New London Focus Editor and
Associate Editor
and
News Editor and Associate Editor
NBA
Commissioner
to
Speak At
Connecticut
College
Please apply in writing to The College Voice
Publishing Group
~tions are available at the Voice office, located
in Cro 212
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S.N.A.P. Sponsors 'Roadblocks
To Arms Control' Lecturer
by Slepbanl. Lut.
The College Voice
The impeachment proposal, submitted by John Magglore, '91, bouse
senator of Lazrus, and the smoking proposals. submitted by AJexander
Barrett, '92, house senator of Windham, were the major issues discussed
During committee reportS,JeannieThomma, '91,SACcbair,anJlOllllC"d
that at a student activities conference attended last week, a"1Ill\iOr band." yet
to be named publicly, wasbookedforFloralia. Asecondbandwasbookedfor
the Winter Formal.
Carla Munroe, '90, SGA president read a letter received from Jay Levin,
commending SGA for taking the initiative on the aborUoo referendum and
affirming Levin's pro-choice stance,
The election for a student-at-large on the Academic and AcJminislnllive
Planning Committee (AAPC) was conducted. John ZUCkermaP, '90, was
elected to the position.
Harlan Rust, '91, house senarorofKaowlton, requestecllbatseaaroraaet
input from constituents concerning !he role of Sykes ICboIars. AAPC 'Is
currently considering changes in !he program. "It's supposel1l0 bea special
group, but there's not really anything special about them exceptforalille,"he
said.
Stephen Mont jane, '92, senator of Hamilton, anJlOIlIIC"d dial tile SClUIb
African Scholarship Committee is selling T-shirts. They hope tolllisebalf cl
their fmancialgoal by !heendofIbisSC"ll'l!'"·
Tracey Val\arta, '90, senior class president, peseated lID 81l1Hvlmenl to
Maggiore's original impeachment procedure. After seveml amencJments to
her original motion, her proposal was defeated.
Maggiore's proposal was debated. and Huao. HWlIlIS, '91, cbair of
academic affairs, amended it 10 include a llOlI-voIJIIg member of House
Council to reside on the removal connnittee.
Maggiore's proposal was defeated because itwas UlIlIbIe lDreader213 of
the assembly's voting support. . smoking all indoor
!Jarrett's fust smoking proposa1. wbich banned at
parties of 50 or more people, was atoended to give dIo .- of c10aed
parties the right lD decide. The proposal was passed 26-3-2. ..
The second smoking proposal rom dam Ibat all i ~ II" lDexb!J8Disb a
cigarette in a public. indoorp!aee must he hoI\OrelI. 1bis also passed 23-6-2.
On Monday,Novemberl3, WrightdolmitoiY ~ _for~new~
senatl>f. 1:,\nl SulIolI, '92, formet bll8SCl~, n:sigaed from his ~.
*
"JackNicholson. in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," said, '7he
problem isn't that you're nol gelling any respect ...it's tha: you're
just not gelling any.' That sounds like the problem with. Conn
women."
_ A stand up comedian at The Coffee Ground Cafe
"I'd like "The Voice" 10 note this."
_Carla Munroe. '90. president of SGA, to reporters after
repeated attempts by assembly members to get the music
in the adjacent weight-lifting room turned down, prior to
the start of basketball games in the gym overhead.
misleading propaganda on the "There is waste that goes on with ~~
arms race is one of the main road- a bloated and unnecessary military sc
blocks to arms control. budget We are spending as though ."
"Individuals who will person- we are at war and it is peacetime." ~
S.N.A.P. (Student Nuclear ally benefit from the expansion of said Nash. '"
Awareness Project) sponsored a the arms race spread rumors about The real problem. as Nash de-
lecture by Harold Nash on the sub- how far ahead the Russians are in scribed it. isthatan old thinking still
ject of roadblocks to arms control some area. We have seen myths of exists that nuclear weapons are
on Wednesay. November 8. missile gaps and laser gaps and useable and wemustbeprepared to
Nash was in charge of the naval bomber gaps:' Nash said. He fight and prevail in a nuclear war.
underwater sound laboratory in explained that America is actually He explained that communication
New London until rh-=-e-=r-=-ettr='-=-ed::....::in=--=a:.h::ea::d:.o-=-f-=R::u:.s:::s,:::·a:..:i:.:n-=-m-=-o s:.tar=eas=-o:..:f_-=-sY,-,sc:.te_m_s:..-ar---,ebeing developed for
1975. In 1981. he use in the event ofa
became pan of a nuclear war.
movement in Con- 'We managed to convince a majority in "They say all
necticut to freeze Connecticut that nuclear freeze was a these weapons are
the manufacturing in the name of de-
of nuclear weapons. prelude to cutting back all nuclear weap- terrence of nuclear
Nash and other ons but we lacked will at the top. That op- war. This is false.
advocates in the A first strike mis-
early 1980's sue- position was too powerful. It will take a sile is being devel-
ceeded in gaining president that supports afreeze before a oped with the idea
support fora freeze nuclear armsfreeze can occur.' that a controlled
bill in Connecticut exchange of nu-
slate legislature but clear weapons
this did not produce • Harold Nash could take place."
any change on a na- Nash said.
tional Ievel, Nash called for a
"We managed to convince a defense. global security plan in which na-
majority in Connecticut that nu- According to Nash, the main tions stop threatening the security
clearfreezewasapreludetocutUng roadblock for arms control in of other nations.
back all nuclear weapons but we America is that most Americans "U ~ou threaten the security of
JackedwilJatthetop. Thatopposi- insist on being #1 in military anothernalion. thereisnowayrobe
lion was too powerful. Itwill take strength. Nash described this as safe." Nash said.
a president that supports a freeze foolish if we look at how many According to Nash, this security
before a nuclear arms freeze can countries are ahead of us in health. only begins with nuclear arms re-
occur:' Nash said. infant morality rates and other so- duction.
~;;;;~R~ep~O~"~"~"~N~OI~'b~OO~k~C~O~mp~iW~b~Y~Jtu:~que;;line;;So~te~r~OP~OU~I~O';;;;;;~~~N~a;sh~e~x~p;lam;';ed th:a tth;e;h;i;st;Ory O~f~Cial;;;;;;ar;;;eas;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=
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The newly completed Unity House
Unity to be Welcomed to New
On-Campus House
The Connecticut College Minority Cultural Center will
formally move into its newly renovated on-campus facility
on November 17 al3 p.m.
Student leaders of four campus groups, La Unidad,
UMOJA. A.S.l.A .• and the S.O.AR will remove the letters
over Unity House's front door, and march to the new home.
Claire Gaudiani, '66. president of the college. will cut the
ribbon and address the audience. Robert Hampton. dean of
the college. and Grissel Hodge, Minority Cultural Center di-
rector. also will speak.
Unity House will celebrate its fifteenth anniversary later
this academic year.
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[Restrfctlons Enacted, Smoking Banned at Public Parties
~~
~ ConJinJudfrompJ
:;; to your body:
! People sensitive to smoke often have LO carry inhalers ore step outside for fresh air, he said.
"This isn't fair. This isn't right," Barrell stated.
~ Furthermore, after an event, the "smoke that stays in the
~ room for days afterward can pose a health risk," he said.
~ Nicole Breck, '90, SGA director of public relations, pro-
3 posed an amendment to allow the sponsorsof private parties
~ Ladetermine whether or not smoking would be permitted.
" "It should be up to the sponsor of that party if there should
be smoking allowed in the living room," she said.
A friendly amendment by Jason Stewart, '90, house senator
of Larrabee, which slightly altered the wording of Breck's
amendment was accepted.
"Private" parties was changed to "closed" parties.to allow
for parties of over 50 people that are not open to the whole
campus.
Barrett opposed Breck's amendment due to the danger of
attempt to get something on the books upholding non-smok-
ers rights," Barrett said.
"It is a common belief that when a smoker complies with a
req uest [to refrain from smoking] it is a favor," he said.
Stewart proposed a friendly amendment which limited the
areas to only indoors. The amendment was promptly ac-
cepted.
"I don't know of a single smoker who wouldn't put OUl a
cigarette if asked," said Carol Dailey, '92, house senator of
K.B.
Dave Hymes, '92, house senator of Freeman, said dormito-
ries should decide the issue, not SGA.
The proposal eventually passed 23-6-2.
Michael Borowski, '92, house senator of Blackstone.asked
during debate if a dormitory could vote on its own to restrict
smoking.
Carla Munroe, '90, president of SG A, responded that dorms
could legislate on their own, opening the door for future
restrictions in individual dormitories.
lingering smoke in the living rooms.
He stated SGA was debating "Whetherornotsmokers have
the right to affect the health and well-being of non-smokers
and they don't," he concluded.
Breck's amendment passed 16-15, and proposal number
one passed by a vote of 26-3-2.
Barrell'S second proposal, which limited smoking in all
"public" areas (hallways, bathrooms and stairwells) was "an
Window of
Opportunity
= GO
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SupersPort Model 20
10.5 lb., 8088 with I floppy drive and
a 20MB Hard Driveeorder" . SupersPort Model 20)
Z-159 Model 3
8MHz, DeskTop, 8088, 640K memory, wtth 1
floppy drive and a 20MB Hard Drive wtth a
monochrome monitor
(order". ZSM·159-3)
Z-286 LP/8 Mode120'
Space saving 8MHz, 80286, 1MB memory,
with 1 floppy drive and a 20MB Hard Drive
with an amber VGA monochrome monitor
(order *.ZMA·28&-20)
Z-286 LP/12 Model 40 •
Space saving 12MHz, 80286, 1MB memory,
with I floppy drive and a 40MB Hard Drive
with a VGA color monitor
order II· ZMF-212.40
Z-386 SX'
16MHz, 386SX DeskTop, IMB memory,
I floppy drive with 40MB Hard Drive wtth a
YGA color monitor
(order *. 2MF.JI6-X4)
ZDS Produclivlty Pack Includes MlcroSoft<!!>Word
and Excel
(order •. ZDS-IO)
=
For More Information Please Contact:
Reed Berkowitz
Computer Store
• (203) 444-9459 •
$1943.00 $1256.00
$1403.00 $1025.00
~~
I:;
_1
$1673.00 $1025.00
~
.!\j.~
'"~
~
$2483.00 $1360.00
~
~
ri-:~
$2915.00 $1784.00
0
t
.'
-,~
~
),
.,.j
1- datasystems
'Prices do n<ltinclude sale. lax, handling Ind/or procelllini cha'f". ·MicroSdt I•• rejiltned trtdemarlr. d MlcroSdl CorporaLion
Library
Receives
Grant
Conunueafrom p.l
According to Brian Rogers, head
librarian at the Shain Library, "the
overriding interest of the foundation
is to help college libraries become
more effective."
A proposal drawn up by Shain li-
brary for the grant was sent to the
Dana Foundation in June. The col-
lege was notified in October that it
had received the two-year grant of
$65,590.
According to Rogers, the grant
will be used in two ways. "First, a
library instruction coordinator will
be hired during the summer of
1990," Rogers said. The librarian's
job will be to work with students as
well as librarians in training how to
use the library resources," Rogers
said.
The second aspect of the grant is
the introduction of new technology
to help students find periodical ar-
ticles through the acquistion of new
optical disk indexes. Those students
benefiting most from the new equip-
ment will be those involved in the
International Studies program.
In addition, a library mentorship
program will be set up with the Inter-
national Studies students specifi-
cally in mind, for all students in-
volved in the program will be as-
signed a librarian as a mentor to
familiarize themselves with the li-
brary resources.
"Right now there are eleven li-
brarians, meaning those with a
graduate degree in library science,
on the staff. Including the librarian
to be hired over the 1990 summer,
about six librarians will be available
as mentors next fall," said Rogers.
. ruise Ship .Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summerl
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS
TOURGUIDES.RECREATIONPERSONNEL
Excell~1pay plus FREE travel. Garibbean,
HawaII, Bahamas,·South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable.
_1-206-736-0775 Ext.
IJobs InAlaska
HIRING Men - Women' Summerl
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING.TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up 10 $600 weekly, plus FflEE room
and board. CALL NOWI Gallrefundable
1-206-736-0775, Ext._
-
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"Subtleties Succeed in "Crimes and Misdemeanors
Judaism and the personal factors influencing
moral choices, none of which is particularly
heavy-handed. Only Allen's pearls of wis-
dom do not ever settle down in any clear way
.Ironically, weare almost bowled over by the ?
ingenuity of it all. This is not to say that ~-"Crimes and M idemeanors" is too clever. it is
just slightly infuriating not to be told the
whole story.
"Crimes and Misdemeanors" is a
movie in which the acting is exceptional, the
dialogue clever and full of surprises, and the
hidden humor biting and funny. We forgive
Allen for occasionally being vague. The
result is a serious film which is carefully and
delicately structured.
Allen's questions about faith, ethics, hon-
esty, and love actually do find answers in this
wonderful movie whose ultimate effect is to
make us laugh at the personalities whose
troubles seem so real. And perhaps more im-
portant is
that even
within those
people
seemingly
lost in de-
spair, we do
find glim-
mers of
hope and of
humor: all is
forgivable for those who value faith.
role of Judah; he resists the temptation to Allen is especiaUy delightful as
make the story into a cheap melodrama. If Clifford Stem. His wry comments and per-
anything, the treatment of Judah's predica- petually nervous expressions mesh perfectly
ment is very nearly underplayed _ it takes a with the Judah's dark side in "Crimes and
while for the viewers to figure out Allen's Misdemeanors." In Clifford we see a man
point Judah's relationships with women fascintated by the same moral and ethical
appear to be the source of his trouble, but as questions that confront Judah, only Ciff
the film progresses, Allen forces lack of faith somehow manages to avoid solving any-
r=-::::.::!:::"!>.~=~::::~::::~~~~~'-'::::::':':;thing . .Instead, he makes 'revealing'
movies and slogs around in comic
misery. We see his documentaries as
reflections of a man unsure of what is
right, finally sinking into a pit of de-
spair. But we ca not help laughing at
him. It seems clear that Allen is trying
to mock Clifford's seriousness. Of
L ... course, it's hysterical to watch, and we
are grateful to Allen for balancing out
thedifficultand somber analysis of a murder.
Although "Crimes and Misdemean-
ors" is smooth and witty, we find ourselves at
the end wondering what
exactly Mr. Allen is
trying to tell us. He has
clearly found brilliant
actors to bring his pecu-
liar array of personalites
to life, but we are not en-
tirely sure of the relation-
ships between some of
them. But even this is not
a bad thing; it is refresh-
ing to have to think a little about a movie
which so obviously knows what it's up to.
There is also a fair amoumof commentary on
by Simon O'Rourke
The College Voice
Woody Allen's latest film is a marvelous
blend of light-hearted comedy and somber
drama. "Crimes and Misdemeanors" tells
several complex stories simultaneously and
subtly draws together its many themes with
careful writing and excellent acting.
Judah Rosenthal (Martin Landau) is a
successful opthamalogist whose comfortable
life is suddenly threatened by the wrath of his
mistress. By having the woman killed.Judah
embarks on a guilt trip far worse than any-
thing he had previously imagined. Along
with a struggle with his conscience comes a
resurgence in the Jewish faith that he had
rejected in his childhood.
Juxtaposed with the unsettling story of
Judah's crime is the apparently innocuous
taleofClifford Stem (Woody Allen). Stern is
a struggling documentary film-maker whose
only joys in life are entertaining his young
niece and making films about environmental
and political problems. Stem's comic and
confused character is mired in the jumble of
his own life, but his work succeeds in reveal-
ing hidden realities - if not 10 the other char-
acters then at least to the viewers. And his
problems with love not only manage to re-
fleet Judah's troubles, but also give the film
its emotional spark.
Landau is quite convincing in the
The acting is exceptional, the
dialogue clever and full of sur-
prises, and the hidden humor
biting and funny.
and Judah's inherent pride to become the
opthamalogisr's central stumbling blocks.
The ability to see well (the eyes are the win-
dows of the soul. .. ) isonly one of the many
symbolic devices in "Crimes." Allen's work
is a complex and fine psychological portrait
of a tortured man - someone whose childhood
returns 10 plague him as he faces up to a
heinous crime.
But Landau is not the only good per-
former in the film. There are also fine per-
formances by Anjelica Huston as the psy-
chotic "other woman," Alan Aldaasa preten-
tious and successful TV producer, and Mia
Farrow as Cliff's love interest. The acting
throughout is fluid and honest - not a single
character is maudlin or overplayed.
Allen's questions about faith,
ethics, honesty, and love actu-
ally do find answers in this
wonderful movie.
The Action Packed "Die Hard"
Last week's trivia answers:
I. "The African Queen"
2. "Nick Charles" was the name of Wil-
liam Powell's character.
3. George Lazenby - This was his only
Bond appearance.
4. "Flying Down To Rio" (1933)
5. "And The Ship Sails On"
thing he can to alert the authorities
and stop the terrorists, all the while
being chased throughout the build-
ing by the villains.
In one of the film's best mo-
ments, Willis, who tries to radio for
help with a walkie-talkie he had
taken from a terrorist, is
told by a policewoman
that the line he is using is
reserved for emergencies
only. Mclean, without
missing a beat, retorts:
"No s-- lady, does it
sound like I'm ordering a
f---pizza?"
"Die Hard," works
from beginning to end be-
cause it has an involved
lot that keeps the audi-
ence riveted. The film's
pace makes it entertain-
ing from any point; it is
one of those rare tapes
that you can throw in the
VCR for 20 minutes be-
tween classes and be sure
that the movie is at an ex-
citing part when you return. "Die
Hard," from a performance stand-
point, shines, with Willis coming
across better than he ever has in the
past The action scenes are ex-
tremely well doneand the lines tend
to lighten up the tense aura of the
film at just the right moments. "Die
Hard," to put it simply, is a very
good movie.
death during the apparent getaway.
by John Yearout
Th' College Voke As Gruber said with a grin, "By the
____________ time they figure out what hap-
pened, we'll be on the beach, col-
lecting I5%!"
The story begins with off-duty
cop John Mc Lean (Willis) visiting
A&E
TriviaThis week we are going toreturn to a movie with all the
qualities of a video classic: a char-
ismatic star, great lines and
an action storyline that
never lets the pace falter.
"Die Hard," starring Bruce
Willis, is unquestionably
one of the most entertain-
ing action movies of the
past several years. The
film, unlike the many
Rambo-like offshoots,
only uses violence when it
is necessary to the story - ~~~~~
line. I. ~2ij
Another prerequisite •
for this type of movie, as
can be seen from the Jarnes
Bond series, is a convinc-
ing villain who actually
seems as though he could
be a match for the "good
guy." In "Die Hard" Alan
Rickman may pull' off one of the
best villain portrayals ever with the
Smooth-talking, ice cold, Hans
Gruber. Gruber is a terrorist exiled
from his own group who decides to
use his past to confuse the authori-
ties while he carries out the perfect
operatIon. The crime entails steal-
109$600 million from a corporate
vault and then staging his own
This week IS trivia questions:
I.Forwhat movie did Cliff Robertson win
his Oscar for Best Actor?
2. How many different parts does Peter
Sellers have in "Dr. Strangelove?"
3. Which Buster Keaton movie has the star
driving a locomotive during the Civil War?"
4. What 'Film Nair' actor starred with Ve-
ronica Lake in 'This Gun For Hire?"
"Brilliant!"
"Adeeply romantic ...
and sexY lore stor(
_~ T..- Pa)I"U~"t
WILLIAM HURT
the wife, from whom he is sepa-
rated, at her office party in a high-
powered Los Angeles corporation.
Hans and his terrorist team show up
and take everyone at the party hos-
tage except Willis, who is relaxing
in his wife's office. Mclean man-
ages to escape up the back stairs
before he is caught by the terronsts.
From then on, Mclean does every-
Sponsored by Sig~Langoage Club.
Nov. 17,7:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 12a.m.
In Oliva.
$2.50 (or students, $3.50 (or non-students.
nitely taking over for an ailing
Maureen McGovern, stars as
Macheath's first act bride, Polly
Peachum. Her glorious soprano is
the only standout in the otherwise
dismal and dragging first act.
Kim Criswell, one of
Broadway's finest comediennes,
also shines, but is terribly out of
.place. Her brassy and sexually po-
tent rendition of Lucy Brown is the
most enjoyable performance of
"Penny Operater,' though, hardly
relates to any of Dexter's themes ..
Criswell's biting singing voice,
which rivals Elaine Paige's, is em-
ployed to perfection.
The rest of the cast seems to
lack direction and appears out of
place. Georgia Brown and Alvin
Epstein do nothing to complement
each other and lack any on-stage
sizzle as Polly's parents. Operatic
Suzanne Douglas is hideously mis-
used as Macheath's whore-Jenny
Diver. The ballad singer, Ethyl
Eichelberger, is not only unpleas-
ant to listen to, but is pointless as
she prances about the stage for
cheap laughs.
\ John Dexter's "3 Penny Op-
era" suffers from a lack of unity
and direction. While there are a few
stand-out numbers in the show,
they can hardly be expected to
support the entire production. "3
Penny Opera" is currently playing
at Broadway's Lunt-Fontanne The-
atre.
'"~ ARTS and ENTERTAINMENT
~
"Three Penny Opera" Lacks Unity
Fight Depression, Tune Into
WeNI
91.1 FM
.§
~
•
l~ ------------
By Michael Borowski
The College Voice
Sometimes directors try too
hard to drive a point across and
therefore overkill the theme, misdi-
rect the cast, and distance the audi-
ence. This is clearly the case in di-
rector John Dexter's Broadway re-
vival of "3 Penny Opera." It is
uncertain where the show is going
or which message Dexter is trying
to get across. Each scene appears to
lead the audience to some sort of
conclusion, yet in the ensuing
scene, such points are forgotten and
infinitely mishandled.
Dexter's manipulation of the
text to somehow make audiences
think about the plight of the needy
and downtrodden is forgotten when
his obvious ploys divert and insult
the audience. While the ballad
singer pronounces that the show
was written "by and for beggars,"
Dexter overemphasizes this con-
cept to an unendingextreme.
Some of his ideas do work well.
The orchestra is small, which
accomodates the poverty theme
Quite well and the setsconvey the
notion of poverty through their
stark and bare ugliness (large
pieces of driftwood, nailed around
two large movie screens).
Dexter presents "3Penny Op-
era" as criticism of the corrupt rich.
Tthe lettering of the words on the
scrims are shamelessly printed in
This week's
movies sponsored
by The
Connecticut
College Film
Society:
Thursday, November 16 inOlivaat
8:00 P.M.- $2.50
"ONLY ANGELS HA YEs
WINGS" (1939)
Starring: Cary Grant, Jean Arthur,
and Rita Hayworth
Director: Howard Hawks
A cargo plane crash in the Andes
leads to strained friendships when
the stranded show girl passenger
gets romantic.
"Romance as glorious as the tow-
ering Andes!"
Sunday, November 19 in Oliva at
2:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M.- $2.50
"WILLY WONKA AND THE
CHOCOLA TE FACTORY "
Starring: Gene Wilder and Peter
Ostrum
Director: Mel Stuart
A boy wins a tour of the local
chocolate factory and finds himself
in the power of a magician.
CAMPUS PIZZA
and his use of many women, can
hold nothing together. As a result,
Dexter's cast seems rather discon-
certed.
Sting's Macheath is perhaps
the greatest disappointment of the
show. With the massive publicity
surrounding his performance, and
looks like Macheath, he walks like
Macheath, but goodness knows
why he sounds like he is battling a
sore throat.
Itdoes not seem at all foolish on
the audiences' part LO assume that
an acclaimed singer and critically-
panned actor would probably be
able to
sing better
than act.
Not in
Sting's
case. It is
rather sur-
prising to
hear Sting
sing with a
raspy, thin,
and weaK
voice. This
can only
make one
w o n d e r
how much
computer
technol-
ogy en-
hances the
singer's
voice on
his many
albums. To his credit, Sting does
move well, especially in the "Bal-
lad of Living in Style" where he
slinks his way about through the
bars of his prison cell.
The rest of the cast is too di-
verse and stands alone, uncon-
nected. Nancy Ringham, indefi-
the now-infamous musical.
Dexter, in maintaining that the
show is still for beggars, unfortu-
nately treats the audience as such.
The large movie screens tell the au-
dience what songs are being sung.
The cast purposel y breaks character
to introduce songs. Even the lights
dimming
three times
inside the
theatre be-
fore the cur-
tain opens
for the next
act (a strict
taboo; the
lights are
supposed to
dim three
times 'in the
foyer) at-
tempts to
label the au-
dience • stu-
pid and not
to mention,
mocks any
conven-
tions of
modern-
day theatre. Stin& and Kim CrisweU in a scene from" 3 Penny Opera"
Dexter's heavy-handed overkill the blatant snub of the other cast
of theme might have been admirable members with regard to the show's
if it worked at all to unify the show. logo (featuring Sting's face), one
Unfortunately, he fails miserably would expect his portrayal to stand
and the production seems hopelessly out or at least be above average.
adrift. The plot, centering around Unfortunately, Sting comes off as
London's most dangerous, yet very average and barely passable
suave, criminal, Macheath (Sting), as the dangerous Macheath. He
CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE
We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Wines & Liquors Daily Numbers
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION
Full menu, fast frien~lyservice
Right to your door.
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN ras HILL) 443-6371.
467 Williams St
Call 443-1933
FREE DELIVERY
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SPORTS
Winter Sports Preview:
Men's Squash Prepares
.for Third Year of
Varsity Competition
Two years ago, Men's squash
program became a varsity sport at
Connecticut College. As their club
days are now over. Conn hasdevel-
oped intoone of the stronger squash
teams in their league.
Co-Captain Paul Harris, '91,
said, "The talent just came out of
the wood-work."
One day, a student spied Harris
wearing Conn College Squash garb
and asked him about the team.
"Now, he's our number 5 player on
varsity," said Harris. -
Many of the players on the team
played throughout high school but
didn't come to Conn expecting to
play squash.
This fledgling program has
proven to be one of Connecticut
College's strongest athletic teams.
Camel ler
Sports Acflon
Men's Squash:
11/15 at Tufts 3:30p.m.
by John Carey
The College Voice
Ice Hockey:
11/18 Williams
11/21 Quinnipiac
Men's Swimming:
11/16 at Coast Guard
11/19 at Coast Guard
7:30 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
12 noon
1:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball:
11/18 at Wellesley 2:00 p.m.
•
~".' f' J 'j '-',
'4: / _. ;jl.
I started a nursery.
I constructed a well.
I surveyed a national park.
I taught school.
I coached track.
I learned French.
IWAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS
RECRUITER INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Thursday, November 16, 1989
Woodworth Building
447-7625
.
-"
The Camels were ranked eight-
eenth in the country two years ago
and twenty-eighth last year. In the
weeks ahead, the team has high
hopes on improving on last seasons
record.
With much of last year's team
returning, and several players back
from study abroad, Conn looks to
have a strong season. Although the
Camels do not have any freshmen
on this year's team, they don't feel
weakened by it,
In fact, this year the team does
not even have their previous coach,
Robert Gay. Due to schedule con-
Ilicts, Gay, who .is an Assistant
Professor of Sociology ,was unable
to continue this year.
The sq uash team works hard
every day, coaching each other and
playing challenge matches set up
by captains Paul Harris, '91, and
Charlie Forbes, '90.
As of now, the team has played
one scrimmage against Yale, last
year's National Champs. The
•
~match against Yale was an excel- •
lent opportunity for Conn to meet
some heavy competition. Al-
though Conn lost overall, many of
the matches were encouragingly
close.
"I think one strength the team
has is the competition between
players. The one through six spots
are incredibly competitive. This
year though, I think we'll have a lot
more depth towards the bouom of
the ladder," said John Yearout, '91.
With thirteen players on the
team and only nine competing
spots, Conn should see consistent
strengths through all the spots.
Next week, the team will host
Army for another scrimmige.
"They're not bad; we really just
have to wait to see what that match
will bring us," says Harris.
Since most of the season is after
Christmas, there is still a lotof time.
The first match of the season is at
Wesleyan with Lehigh and Bates in
the beginning of December.
Kevin's Corner
CongrawlationstoJenHarvey. '9O.aad1elTDorfmaa, '89.wbo--.t
atloflast week'squestionscorreetly.Pleasesend~toBox3370by
Friday.
This week's questions:
1.Wben was lite last time the New YOlk 'RaJI&er$ _ a Slanley Cup?
2. Whotn did liteOrlando Magic Ileat for Us first NJM win?
3.What team didWayne GrelSky piarforillllte woddJ.jockey Asst.lCla-I
lion?
4. Name lite four men wbohave held
S.NamelbreeBoston Bruins.
names as towns in Massacb
1. Mmcraf Cariltlieus. ChicJao
Boston Bruins
2.TOIII Laadry. Jimmy Johnson
3.He threw an inten1eplion
4. fred L)'IIII. Bm Lee.Tom Bolton, WOllOanlaer ....
5 The
ACT IN TV COMMERCIALS
IUGHPAY
NO EXPERIENCE ••••.....ALL AGES
Kids, Teens, Young Adults, Familes,
Mature People, Animals, Etc.
CHARM STUDIOS
1- 800 - 447-1530 ext.7915
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~ Winter Sports Preview:...-iCamels Seek to Return to ECAC Playoffs for Fouth Straight Year
~
by Tim Armstrong
and John Blrnsteel
The College Voice
The Men's Cross Country team
is having a fantastic season as the
Camels are turning in some of the
best post-season results that the
program has seen.
The Camels placed ninth out of
31 competing teams at the ECAC
Division III championships, held at
Colby College on November 4.
Andrew Builder, '91, paced the
Conn team running the five mile
course in 28:47 and placing twenty-
sixth.
Head coach Jim Butler has been
very impressed with Builder's per-
fonnances. "He's super. You can't
ask for anything else from him. He
is our first man in every race."
Builder has been very consistent
turning in improving times at each
meet this season.
Rhode IslandCollege'sJim Dan-
deneau won the race with a time of
27:14. Conn's Ian Johnston, '91,
also finished in the top 50 running
thirty-first with a time of29: 17.
Conn improved on its past per-
formances at the ECAC champion-
ship. Two years ago, the Camels
placed eighteenth but steadily im-
proved to place sixteenth last year.
This year, Conn had its strongest
showing to date with a ninth place
finish.
The Camels have been running
well all year, placing third out of II
teams at the CONN Invitational and
finish eigth at the Fish Pole where
the Camels competed against Divi-
sion I and 11teams.
Conn has remained steady in the
weekly coaches poll consistently
being ranked either thirteen or four-
teen. Coach Butler hopes that next
year the Camels can break into the
• •
with wingers Doug Roberts, '91, and Mark
Chase, '91. Co-Captain Schaefer will be
centering the second line composed of Jeff
Legro, '92, and Co-Captain Cantone. Fresh-
man center Chris Hawk, '93, will play on the
third line along with Mike Vedder, '92, and
Coley Cassidy, '92.
Hawk has looked outstanding in the pre-
season and will undoubtedly add to Conn's
already frightening firepower.
Attempting to regain defensive strength,
two impressive defensemen, .Matt Cann,
'93,andDJ. Crowley, '93, have been added
to this years roster. After adjusting to the
faster pace of college hockey they should fill
their new roles nicely.
A further addition to Conn's blue-liners
has been Rand Pecknold, '90. Although
Pecknold was known for his scoring, this
was nonetheless an outstanding move by
Coach Roberts. Pecknold' s size and vicious
physical play should help shut down offen-
sive oppostion,
"That will be a real plus for us when he
makes that successful transition," added
Shields.
Between the pipes it's uncertain whether
Jim Garino, '92, orTim "Tea"Erickson, '93,
will fill the starting role. They've been neck-
and-neck during the pre-season and Coach
Roberts has yet to make a decision.
The Camels offense is strong; the true test
for the team will be their defensive play.
"We definitely can score," agreed Legro.
"But, for a successful season we will have to
work on team defense with everybody doing
their own part."
The Camels will find out quickly as their
opening game is a tough one against Wil-
liams at Dayton Arena on November 18.
~ by Dobby Gibson
] Assoclate sports Editor
... The Conn College Men's Hockey Team
has stepped back onto the ice in preparation
~ for the 1989-1990 season. Coach Doug
Roberts and Assistant Coach Fran Shields
~ have been putting a squad together for the
~ past two weeks that they hope will take them~t; to the playoffs again this year.
Thedifficult task that Roberts and Shields
face this season is replacing the defensive
talent and leadership they lost from last
season. The biggest losses for the Camels
were Co-Captains Jim Brown, '89, and Lou
Schwing, '89. Brown was a first team A11-
ECAC defensemen and an outwardly vocal .~
team leader. In the net, four- year starter ~
Schwing was the Camels record holder for ;g
saves in a career, and his departure further d
erodes Conn's defensive strength. ~
"Lou [Schwing] and Jim Brown are sig- ~
nificant losses," said Sheilds. "We really <::
lost a lot in terms of defensive help. I think ~ 6-~..,..,,=c--------------------_...Jthe leadership can be replaced, in time. But, Men's Hockey
those two guys are definately key people." own way. Jeff Schaefer leads by his excel-
The players taking over as Co-Captains lent play on the ice and his hard work all the
rotes this year are Joe Cantone, '90, and Jeff time. Wbereas, Cantone isjustaleaderby his
Schaefer, '90. Cantone led the Camels indi- tenaciousness."
vidually in offensive output last year with The way the lines have shaped up, the
fifty-one points while- Schaefer was fifth Camels will have no trouble putting the puck
with thirty-two points. into the net, Mike Moccia, '90, Conn's all-
Shields noted, "They are leaders in their time leading scorer, will be centering a line
Men's Cross Country:
Conn Runners
Steadily Improving
top ten.
Another contributing factor to
this season's success is assistant
coach Steve Browner. Browner
graduated from Bates (whose pro-
gram is currently ranked number
one) last year and hoped he would
be able to run at Conn but his eligi-
bility ran out after running for four
years at Bates. Browner has been
very helpful in building up the pro-
gram according to Butler.
ButiercallsthisConn'smostpro- .
ductive season to date and his run-
ners seem to agree.
David Heivly, '90, said, "This
has been the best year for the Men's
Cross Country team since I've been
here. We've finished the NESCAC
meet tied with Amherst, finished
ninth in the ECAC meet, and if we
run to our potential we have a
chance to do better at the Ne»
Englands than we ever have."
Nick Taylnr, '92, drops back to throw in flag football
action. David won the league championship 21-7 nver
Smacky Brown.
Athl81eOf fhe Week
This week's award goes to ANDREW BUILDER, '91, of the Men's
Cross Country Team. The number one runner for the Camels BUILDER
has led the team to it's most successful season to date. WHS and DWG
